
       
                                        

Wolverine Tracking Project
Collecting Genetic Samples

In addition to gathering information from tracks and pictures, we are also interested in collecting 
genetic samples of our target species - wolverine, wolves, and red fox.  Scat, hair, urine, and blood can 
all provide genetic samples for analysis.  

What to collect
Scat can often be identified by visual characteristics, guidelines are given below.  If you see any scat 
that looks like it could be from a red fox, wolverine, or wolf, collect it.  Hair, urine, and blood should 
be collected only when it is found in the vicinity of a camera or associated with tracks or other sign of a
target species.  Collect as many samples as possible, as not all of them will provide adequate DNA for 
genetic analyses.  If in doubt, take a picture and collect it!

Caution #1: Be careful not to touch any scat because it may contain parasites.

Caution #2: Be careful not to contaminate the sample – do not touch, and make sure pet hair on your 
clothing doesn’t accidentally fall in. 

Collecting scat samples

• Use the guidelines below to determine that the scat is potentially from a target species.

• Take a picture.  Be sure to include a ruler or something else for scale.

• Take a waypoint with the GPS (if you don’t have a GPS estimate your location on a map the 
best you can).

• Place the scat in a paper bag and label the bag with the date, location (lat/long from the GPS), 
whether the scat is fresh or dry (soft or hard), likely species, and your initials.  

• Place the paper bag in a plastic bag, so that it transports better.

• Scat samples need to be kept cool and dark, so keep away from your body heat or sunlight.

• As soon as feasible, take the paper bag out of the plastic bag so the scat can dry.

Collecting hair samples

Note - If the sample is on a hair snagger associated with a camera, follow the directions in the 
camera manual instead.

• If the sample is not next to a camera, take a picture of the associated tracks or sign.  Be 
sure to include a ruler or something else for scale.

(con’t on next page)



• Take a waypoint with the GPS (if you don’t have a GPS estimate your location on a map the 
best you can)

• Label an envelope with the date, location (lat/long from the GPS), likely species, and your 
initials.  

• Use sterilized tweezers to put the hair in the labeled envelope. To sterilize tweezers, hold them 
under a flame for a couple seconds.  

• The DNA comes from the hair follicle, so be sure to include the follicle end.  If the sample is 
embedded in something like frozen snow, don't pull it out with force, as that may strip off the 
follicle.  Instead, scoop up the snow and hair together.  

Collecting urine or blood samples in snow

• If the sample is not next to a camera, take a picture of the associated tracks or sign.  Be sure 
to include a ruler or something else for scale.

• Take a waypoint with the GPS (if you don’t have a GPS estimate your location on a map the 
best you can).

• Scoop up the most concentrated section of yellow or red from snow with the vial. 

• Place vial in an envelope and label the envelope with what it is (urine or blood), the date, 
location (lat/long from the GPS), likely species, and your initials.  

• Keep as cold as possible. 

Storing genetic samples

It is important that samples be taken to the office to be stored properly the same day, so the DNA
does not degrade. 

Scat samples:  As soon as feasible (like when you get to the car), take the paper bag out of the 
plastic bag.  When you get to the office, place the paper bag in the box in the garage.  Make sure 
it has good air circulation so that it can dry.  

Hair samples:  Place labeled envelope in container with desiccant.  If there is snow in the 
sample, let the snow melt and the envelope air dry before putting it in the desiccant.

Urine or blood samples:  Keep the vial in a labeled envelope and put it in freezer.

Labeling samples
All samples should be labeled with: date, lat/long, date, species guess, your initials.  If you have 
more than one sample of the same type, number them 1, 2, etc



Identifying scat

The 4 carnivore families
Most carnivore scat is tubular in shape, as opposed to pellets like deer and rabbits produce. There are 4 
families of carnivores that you might encounter. - canines, felines, mustelids (weasels), and bears.  
Within a family, scat from different species looks similar, the primary difference being size, so the 
place to start is to try to identify the family of animal that made it. 

We will start with scat from an all meat diet, when it is full of hair, and often bone fragments.  This scat
is brown in color when fresh, and usually turns white as it ages.  Later we will look at scat from other 
diets. 

Canine family  

coyote, fox, wolf, 
domestic dog

Feline family 

bobcat, cougar

Mustelid family  

marten, mink, 
wolverine, weasel

Bear family 

black bear

▪ Ends tapered

▪ Twisted looking

▪ If segmented, the 
ends of the segments
are uneven and 
irregular because of 
the twist

▪ Easy to dent with a 
stick when it is fresh

▪ Ends blunt

▪ Tends to separate 
into segments with 
blunt ends

▪ Dense and hard to 
poke when fresh 
(both canines and 
felines become 
hard with age)

▪ Ends very tapered, 
much more 
pointed than 
canines

▪ Very twisted, even 
the ends look 
twisted

▪ Tends to fold back 
on itself

▪ Ends very blunt

▪ Large – both in     
diameter and 
quantity

▪ Are omnivores, so
an all meat diet is 
uncommon



Coyote  scat

                                    Bobcat scat                                                                Cougar scat

                                                                     
Long tailed weasel scat



 Bear scat

How scat changes with diet
Scats from fruit or insects tends to be much more bunt ended and not as twisted.  Canines tend to be 
omnivores, so their scat are often filled with fruit or other things and can look a lot like bear scat, 
except smaller.  Felines are strict carnivores, and you will almost never see anything besides meat in 
their diet.  Mustelids are somewhat omnivorous but less so than canines. 

Here's two different coyote scats, the lower one from a meat diet, the upper from fruit:



Distinguishing target species

Within these four families, distinguishing between species is primarily based on size.  Diameter is the 
main measurement used, but length and overall quantity usually vary along with diameter.  

Canine scat size
There is a fair amount of overlap in size between scat from the different canines.  We want to collect 
only those scats that have a very good chance of being from a target species, so have set diameter limits
for when to collect it.  

Species Red fox Coyote Wolf

Diameter About the diameter of 
your pinky finger

About ¼ to ¾ inch

About the diameter of your 
thumb

About ½ to 1¼ inch

Very large looking, generally
quite long in length

About ½ to 1½ inch

Collect when: Less than ½  inch diameter Don't collect Greater than 1¼ inch

Look-a-likes

Red fox:  The primary things you are likely to confuse with fox scat are coyote and marten.  Coyote has
the same bluntly-tapered ends, but is larger.  Marten is similar sized (it is ¼ to ⅝ inch diameter) but the 
ends are tapered to much finer points and the scat is much more twisted.  Marten scat seldom breaks 
into segments, but tends to bend back on itself in a long tube instead. 

Wolf:  The primary things you are likely to confuse with wolf scat are cougar, coyote, and bear.  
Cougar scat is pretty much the same size as wolf, and can be quite similar looking.  Cougar tend to 
leave their scat under an overhang (such as a tree branch or overhanging rock) or on an old well 
decayed rotten log, whereas wolf tend to leave it in the open in more prominent places.  These, 
however, are only tendencies.  Wolf scat is similar to coyote scat except larger.  Compared to coyote 
scat, it also tends to have blunter ends and be less twisty, looking more feline-like than is typical of 
most canines.  Bear scat is 1 to 2 ½ inches diameter, so there is a some of overlap in diameter, however 
the overall quantity of bear scat is usually much larger.  Bear scat also tends to be pretty highly 
segmented, with very blunt, almost square ends, as opposed to the rounded tapered ends of canine scat. 

Wolverine:  Wolverine scat is very difficult to identify just from visual features alone, so only collect it 
if you have some other evidence, such as tracks, to help confirm the identification. The next largest 
mustelid in this environment is marten, which is a much smaller animal, and there is little overlap in 
scat size.  Wolverine scat is usually ½ to ¾ inch diameter. 


